UNIT 5: Which Llama (pronounced “yahmuh”) best represents how you are feeling at the END of today’s Group Chat?

Image Description: A grid of 9 photos of llamas.

Llama Image 1: A white llama seems to be smirking.
Llama Image 2: A brown and white llama, in a close-up photo, has its mouth closed and seems to be smiling.
Llama Image 3: A white llama with wool falling in front of its eyes, is standing behind a fence and eating a piece of grass. The llama appears happy.
Llama Image 4: A brown and white llama is looking down with its front two teeth visible and ears sticking up. It looks friendly.
Llama Image 5: A white llama is looking directly ahead with a bored, unimpressed expression. Its ears are pulled back.
Llama Image 6: A white llama is spitting out green liquid to the side with its ears flat against its head and neck.
Llama Image 7: A white llama is resting its face on a wooden fence, looking tired.
Llama Image 8: A brown llama is eating hay with a somewhat snarled mouth. Its fur looks wet and messy.
Llama Image 9: A white llama has its mouth open and seems to be “talking” to the camera.